
length including extension) to compete in several
of the more popular divisions. All the Arredondo
extensions sold through The Blue
Press make that length.

When magazines are carried
straight up and down in a spare mag
pouch their length follows the line
of the body, whereas when the mag-
azine is snapped into the gun it
sticks out relative to the line of the
body. Thus the Arredondo extended
baseplate-equipped magazine that’s
too long to carry concealably in the
gun is quite concealable in a spare
mag pouch.

It’s always been my habit to carry
two spare magazines for my daily
concealment gun. With two spare 22-
round mags and 17 rounds in the gun
(I don’t top off the G17, you’ll be
shocked to discover), that’s 61 rounds of 9mm. As
my friend and fellow Blue Press contributor

Cameron Benz has been known to comment,
“Duane, you’re the only guy I know who ALWAYS

carries more than a full box of ammo
on his body.”

Am I ever going to need all that
ammo for self-defense? Highly
unlikely. Am I any safer now than
when I carried two stock 17-rounders
as spares for a paltry 51 rounds on
my body? Nope. Reasonably I’m
never going to need even 51 rounds,
much less ten more. Actually, if I
have anything to say about it, I’m
never going to need the round in the
chamber. Still, if you take armed self-
defense seriously, there is something
to be said for having more ammuni-
tion available than you could ever
reasonably expect to need. And if I
can carry 61 rounds, comfortably

and concealably, I can’t really make a case for
choosing to not do it. DP
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Protect yourself anywhere, anytime with the world’s toughest
pen. Every Tuff-Writer is guaranteed to perform as the toughest

pen available for individuals who count on their gear for their
lives.Through freezing cold, intense heat and the harshest condi-
tions you’re likely to find yourself in, a Tuff-Writer will prevail.
Made in the USA of machined aluminum. 
Tuff-Writer Stealth-Black Pen H81-18274 $79.95

THE STINGER: Comtech’s own personal
defense device. Designed to act as a

“force multiplier,” it’s like having the
punching power of a karate master –
instantly! There’s really nothing like it
for easy carry and access.
Plus, it passes un-noticed
by 90 percent of people
who see it. Yup, just
another “keychain
device” to most, and yet it
works so well when needed. You’ll
love your Stinger and undoubt-
edly draw a great deal of security and peace of mind from it’s mere
presence. You deserve a Stinger today!
Comtech STINGER Keychain H81-19495 $9.95

Stylus Pro 
H81-18876

$29.95

Streamlight’s Nano Light® LED flashlight is super
bright (10 lumens), can be seen a mile away, is

made of virtually indestructible machined alu-
minum with an anodized finish, is weatherproof,
and fits on your keychain! 
Nano Light H81-19942 $9.95

The Streamlight TLR-1 is powered by two 3-volt
CR123 lithium batteries and has a shockproof

super high-flux LED. The Streamlight TLR-2 fea-
tures an integrated laser sight for accurate aiming.
Streamlight TLR-1 H81-18832 $119.95
Streamlight TLR-2 H81-18835 299.95
Duracell 3-Volt H81-16993 6.95

Streamlight LED Flashlights

Comtech’s STINGER Tuff-Writer Tactical Pen

Open 7-6 MST, M-F; 8-3 Sat. • VISA, MasterCard, Discover, C.O.D. • Shipping and HazMat Not Included

e High(er) Capacity Magazine

A pair of Arredondo-
equipped magazines gives

the Glock-9mm-armed
shooter 44 rounds of 

spare ammo.
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